Author
Alderman

Date Book Title
Appliqué and
2004
Embroidery Quilts

Topic
Appliqué

Wild Birds: Designs

Armstrong

2000 for Appliqué &

Appliqué

Quilting

Benner &
Pellman
Bergene

The Country Tea
Rose
Passion for
2006
Patchwork
1993

Appliqué
Appliqué

BH&G

2001 Easy Appliqué

Daniel

Learn To Appliqué
2010 in Just One
Appliqué
Weekend

Gervais

1998

Hargrave

Jenkins &
Goldsmith

Jenkins &
Goldsmith

A Day on the
Porch
Mastering
2002
Machine Appliqué
Contemporary
Classics (9
2003 projects from
Piece O' Cakes
Designs)
Flowering
Favorites (9
2011 projects from
Piece of Cake
Designs)

Jenkins &
Goldsmith

The Appliqué
2002
Sampler

Kimball

1990 Red and Green

Updated May 2017

Appliqué

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book
Three dozen beautiful applique blocks. Some are enhanced by simple embroidery. These
patterns are suitable for any applique technique, including raw-edge fusible methods.
Detailed instructions teach readers how to master the light box applique technique, a notemplate method suited to beginners as well as experienced sewers, for producing designs
to be appliqued on quilts, clothing, and a range of home decor items.
Create your own machine applique masterpieces with this newly updated classic. Easy
exercises let you practice your new skills.
Capitalizes on quilters' love of patchwork designs. Easily applied to machine-quilting
projects of varying size. Offers projects that can be completed in two hours or two days.
The step-by-step instructions can turn fabric scraps into fabulous coverlets or meaningful
pieces of art. There are a dozen unique patterns included in the book, as well as quilting
and applique patterns in full-size for tracing, and instructions on quilting basics.
Features five new practice pieces and three of the most popular designs from the original
book. Essential in a quilter's library, this reference will help beginners and more experienced
quilters alike to master quilting stitches, manipulate fabric, and enhance the beauty,
intricacy, or simplicity of a quilt design.

Appliqué no reviews found
Appliqué

Create your own machine applique masterpieces with this newly updated classic. Easy
exercises let you practice your new skills.

A collection of traditional quilts updated with Piece O' Cake style. Nine traditional American
Appliqué quilt projects are reinvented in woven plaids and stripes using a mix of applique, piecing and
foundation piecing patterns.

The authors used a very unique and original method of arranging the appliqued designs.
Appliqué The designs in this book are interesting new twists on traditional designs like the
pomegranate and other floral designs. All of the designs are applique.
Learn to applique the Piece O' Cake way! Learn to create a sampler in which each block and
Appliqué border presents a different lesson in needle turn applique techniques. Then, create a
beautiful, handmade wall hanging that displays an array of fabulous applique designs
Today's quilters can learn about the origins of these historical designs, then stitch their own
Appliqué dramatic works of art with directions for 24 beautiful block patterns and one magnificent
quilt.
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Author
Kimball

Date Book Title
Reflections of
1989
Baltimore

Topic
Appliqué

Kimball

1990 Vintage Roses

Linker

1994

Mumm

1999 Cottage in Bloom

Murty-Davis

2003

Pennsylvania
Travels

Appliqué

Rose

1995

Celtic Style Floral
Appliqué

Appliqué

Severson

1998

Flowers in
Applique

Appliqué

Shay

1998 Petal by Petal

Sienkeiwicz

1992

Sienkeiwicz

Dimensional
Appliqué (Baskets,
1993
Blooms & Baltimore
Borders)

Sunbonnet Sue all
Appliqué
Through the Year

Appliqué 12 Easy
Ways

Simms

1996 Invisible Appliqué

Smith

The Ultimate
2010 Applique
Guidebook

Updated May 2017

Appliqué

Appliqué

Appliqué
Appliqué

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book
Information about what makes a Baltimore Album quilt, along with the instructions and
templates to make one.
Complete instructions for making this quilt in two sizes. Bring the era of soft colors and
abundant florals into your home with these delightful quilts.
Creative dimensional techniques give these blocks even more visual appeal. Depict
"Sunbonnet Sue" doing seasonal activities, such as skating on a frozen pond, flying a kite,
and dancing around a Maypole. This title includes clear, concise directions for making each
block, plus pullout applique patterns.
Delightful Dresden Flower Quilt Blooming Cottage Wall hanging Nostalgic Honey bee Table
Quilt Brilliant colored bed-sized pansy quilt colorful collection of garden wearables painted
garden art.
Projects designed to bring the sights and heritage of the Pennsylvania Dutch into your
home. They are based on the colorful folk Hex signs that areas so prevalent in the area.
The patterns are beautiful and easy to lay out. The Celtic design is based on a 6 inch block
which allows you to move around the knot design to make new configurations. You can
easily create unique quilts using the standard blocks provided in the book.
Ideal for beginners who are attracted to quiltmaking but intimidated by the time and effort it
takes to make a traditional quilt, Flowers in Appliqué presents a simpler but just as beautiful
alternative--cutting out flowers that already exist in a fabric and sewing them into new
arrangements for a completely different look and feel.
Embellish your quilts and design projects with three-dimensional flowers that are unique,
fun, and easy to do. Appli-bond is a time-saving method that eliminates the need to finish
fabric edges, resulting in quick and stunning floral creations.
The 29 projects packed into this easy-to-follow guide provide yardage measurements,
assembly instructions, and all the applique patterns to create an appliqued quilt.

The pattern companion to Baltimore Beauties & Beyond, Vol. II, It presents easy methods
Appliqué for creating dimensional flowers. Also included are templates, supply lists, & 50 ready-to-use
patterns.
This puts in every needleworker's hands just the instruction needed for mastering fine
Appliqué stitching techniques for traditional layered appliques, Hawaiian appliques, molas, stained
glass, and pictorial quilts. Techniques are demonstrated with easy-to-follow instructions.
This complete source book guides you every step of the way in how to design your own
applique patterns. Learn where to find new inspiration, read more about the history of
Appliqué applique, and build your skills in both hand and machine techniques. You'll revel in your newfound freedom to make your applique projects uniquely your own!
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Author
Townswick

Caron

Leone &
Watter

Date Book Title
Color-Blend
2011
Appliqué

1998

2000

Topic

Appliqué Now even beginners can reach a new level of beauty and sophistication in floral appliqué.

Navigating
Compass Designs

Attic
Windows /
Mariner's
Compass /
Dresden
Plate

This book makes circular patchwork designs, including compasses, sunflowers, and other
more unusual designs, easy for everyone. It addresses design sources, pattern drafting, and
all aspects of planning and executing a quilt. Many different combinations of circular and
star setting blocks and borders work well together.

Attic Windows
Quilts in a View

Attic
Windows /
Mariner's
Compass /
Dresden
Plate

The book contains a gallery of more than 50 Attic Window quilts, information on selecting
fabrics, tips on colours and numerous exercises.

Based on beautiful old sailing charts, Mariner's Compass quilts are fun and easy to make.
Judy Mathieson provides lessons on design and drafting, then presents 11 full-size patterns
for traditional 16- and 32-point compasses.
Offers projects that can be completed in two hours or two days

Mathieson

1993

Mariner's
Compass Quilts

Attic
Windows /
Mariner's
Compass /
Dresden
Plate

Beyer

1992

Color Confidence
For Quilters

Color &
Design

Crone

Fabric
2000
Landscapes

Color &
Design

Fassett

1997 Glorius Patchwork

Color &
Design

Glantz

1997 Variegreat!

Color &
Design

Gutcheon

Quilt Design
1976 Workbook

Color &
Design

Harvey

2000

Marshuta

2003 Confetti Quilt

Milller
Updated May 2017

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book

Quilting Color
Magic

Designs

Color &
Design
Color &
Design
Color &
Design

Piecing and stitching a landscape adds a highly personal touch to any garment, accessory
or home decoration item. From fabric choices to decorative stitches to finishing details,
everything in this book is clearly and simply explained with sample patterns included
One of the author's most spectacular and original books presents more than 25 designs that
draw on the essence of his color work.
This is not a traditional variegation method, but a new way to interpret quilt block designs. It
provides opportunities to add new dimension to the design process, and there is always an
element of surprise.
Although this book is dated now, it is still an important classic and has imaginative designs
and very helpful instructions.
Using the color wheel as a starting point, quilters can explore color relationships to create
show-stopping quilts by using a few simple guidelines and techniques help quilters choose
and use colors effectively.
Six quilt projects - based on simple, traditional-style blocks - seek to show readers how to
stretch their artistic ability and build their color confidence.
can not find this book online
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Author

Date Book Title

Mori

Designing a Quilt

Topic
Color &
Design

Pappas

Quick Watercolor
1999
Quilts

Color &
Design

Penders

1989 Color Meets Cloth

Color &
Design

Colorful Angels

Stein
Townswick

Halloch

BH&G

2011

Color Blend
Applique

Creating Your
2005 Perfect Quilting
Space
Great Finishes 1994 Patterns and
Techniques

Dietrich

2013 Happy Endings

Kime

2006

LaQuidara

60 Pieced Quilt
2012 Borders: Mix &
Match

Martin

2002 Quilts with Great

The Border
Workbook

Beyond the Blocks:
Borders

Updated May 2017

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book
can not find this book online
Create the wildly popular look of watercolor quilts in a wink of the time! Instantly reduce the
number of seams to sew, using fast fusible interfacing and as few as three fabrics. This allnew technique speeds up construction and creates beautiful watercolor-style quilts in a
snap. Now beginning and advanced quilters can all join the watercolor craze!
This unique workbook helps quilters develop the confidence and skill they need to choose
the right colors and fabrics from the dizzying spectrum found in fabric or quilting stores.
Readers will learn to develop a keenly personal sense of color and choose both a "focus
fabric" and supporting fabrics that will add excitement to their quilt.

Color &
Design

can not find this book online

Color &
Design

Now even beginners can reach a new level of beauty and sophistication in floral appliqué. A
dozen blocks show how to stitch realistic renditions of roses, orchids, poppies, and more.
Create visual depth with inking, shadowing, and stippling. A photo gallery features quilts
from the author's inspired students.

Extras

Maximize efficiency and minimize movement in any quilting space, no matter what size

Finish - This easy-to-understand book focuses on the specifics of the actual quilting process,
Borders presenting lots of ideas for wonderful techniques that offer different effects.
The author shows you all you need to know about finishing quilts with style. Discover
Finish dozens of creative ways to finish your quilts, from easy to advanced. Find terrific ideas for
Borders
quilt backings, battings, bindings, and hanging sleeves
This quintessential book about quilt borders is now updated in full color, just in time for its
Finish 10th anniversary! Find the perfect border for any quilt in this must-have guide, along with
Borders
tips for choosing designs, selecting fabrics, and figuring yardages.
The ultimate endless possibilities quilt book! Make any of the 15 quilt centers, then mix and
Finish - match as many of the 60 pieced borders to make a quilt of any size and design. Learn how
Borders to figure the number of blocks needed for any pieced border. Learn how to use coping strips
to make size adjustments. Also, learn how to visually balance multiple borders on any quilt.
Bestselling author shares her inspiring tips for putting the perfect finishing touches on your
Finish next quilt. Choose from 18 gorgeous quilts featuring patchwork, appliqué, and strippy
Borders
borders.
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Author

Date Book Title

Anderson

1998 Hand Quilting

Bonesteel

Hand Quilting
Lives

Causee

1998

101 Quilt Blocks
for Hand Piecing

Cleland

1994

Quilting Makes
The Quilt

Daniel

Learn to Hand
2009 Quilt in Just One
Day

Fehr

2009

Fons

1988 Fine Feathers

McNeil

2009 Quilting on the Go

Quilting Your Style
(Embellishments)

Leaning to do
Hand Quilting in
Just One Day

Daniel
Donaldson

1995 Block by Block

Fanning

1980

Complete Book Of
Machine Quilting

Gaudynski

2002

Guide to Machine
Quilting

Updated May 2017

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book

Topic
Finish Hand Learn how to quilt in all directions and customize your stitch. Includes 6 small projects
Quilting
Finish Hand can not find this book online
Quilting
Patchwork goes portable in our newest " 101 Series " book of quilt blocks, complete with fullFinish - size patterns and helpful instructions for quilter's on the go-from beginners to experts.
Hand Updating the old notion that hand piecing is only for folks with too much time on their, well,
Quilting hands this book shows how hand piecing can actually simplify the process of assembling
some quilt blocks-particularly those with curves or seams that unite in a point.
Finish Lee Cleland, one of Australia's most popular quilting instructors, shows you how in this
Hand
authoritative guide to selecting the perfect quilting pattern for your quilt
Quilting
Finish - This book is meant as a technical guide to replicate a nineteenth-century-style hand quilting
Hand technique. Quilters wanting some tips and answers about improving their own technique will
Quilting find many helpful suggestions.
Finish - Demystify quilting and embellishing! Each technique is presented step by step, with a 5 inch
Hand square as the building block.. Learn beading, pin tucks, yo-yos, couching, ruching,
Quilting appliquéing, and lots more
Finish Hand A How to for making your own quilting designs.
Quilting
Finish - With these time saving cutting and sewing techniques, you will experience the joy of
Hand creating beautiful quilts, wall hangings, and fun wearables. You'll have the time to sew more
Quilting than ever before
Finish Quilting
Finish - Machine quilt each block as you go! Apply these construction techniques to your favorite
Quilting blocks, or design your own.
This book will show you how you can get the most out of your sewing machine while quilting,
Finish from working easily with different weights of batting and fabric, to great time-saving tricks,
Quilting
and how to add a cornucopia of decorative stitching effects.
Finish - Those who have struggled with machine quilting will be relieved and delighted with the
Quilting author's step-by-step tour of the world of machine quilting.
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Author
Larkin
McTavish

Date Book Title
Free Motion
2009 Quilting Made
Easy
Mastering the Art
2014 of McTavishing

McTavish &
Squire

2007 Quilting for Show

Noble

1994

Perkes

Mastering the Art
2012 of Longarm
Quilting

Sandbach

2011

Show Me How to
Machine Quilt

Scouler

2001

Quilting Back To
Front

Singer

1999

Quilting by
Machine

Squire

2008 Quilting UFO's

Squire

Helen's Mix &
2005 Match Quilting
Patterns

Sulky

Sulky Secrets to
2000 Successful
Quilting

Updated May 2017

Machine Quilting
Made Easy

Topic

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book

Finish - Step-by-step instructions, practice exercises, and loads of hints and tips make it easy to
Quilting achieve great results.
Finish - Expanded and completely revised, this book is the perfect companion for longarm, sit-down,
Quilting or hand quilters to add a simple but beautiful background filler to their quilting repertoire.
From selecting various materials to making the final fold, this handy guide explains in-depth
Finish - the keys that separate award-winning show quilts from the rest. Newcomers to the show
Quilting world will learn how to improve upon basics such as blocking and adding a sleeve, as well
as how to make machine quilting look like hand quilting.
Learn to machine quilt with sixteen lessons in straight-line quilting with a walking foot,
Finish freehand quilting with a darning foot, quilting with decorative threads, and more. Includes
Quilting
five comprehensive charts for selecting needles, thread, and batting.
This essential guide to using a longarm machine includes easy-to-follow instructions to get
Finish - you well on the way to mastery! In addition to marking tips and thread selection, you’ll also
Quilting find detailed direction on planning and executing designs.
This emphasizes the importance of working with the right tools and uses five simple quilted
Finish - projects to illustrate the types of free machine quilting appropriate for different types of
Quilting quilts. A good selection of practice designs makes it easy to master the technique before
embarking on a large project.
Eliminates the need for quilting stencils and marking templates to transfer quilting patterns.
Finish - By using the design printed on the backing fabric as the basis for the quilting pattern,
Quilting quilters can save hours of marking time, can avoid the frustration of trying to mark dark or
busy-print quilt tops.
Quilting By Machine can be used as a learning tool if you are sewing your first quilt, or as a
Finish reference if you have had quilting experience. The piecing, applique and quilting techniques
Quilting
Beam
those UFOs
getare
started!
shows you
how to turn your unfinished
that areup'
included
in thisand
book
quick,Helen
easy machine
methods.
projects into finished quilts. Learn what type of quilting patterns are appropriate for your
Finish - patchwork or appliqued quilt tops. Follow her four-question formula to determine where and
Quilting what to quilt.
Responding to what today's quilters really need, this seventh book in the Dear Helen Series
is an evolution of experiences from a career of quilting and teaching. Enhance your quilt top
Finish - with this expansion of Helen's reliable patterns, offered in sizes ready to trace, scan, or
Quilting photocopy.
Sulky Secrets to Successful Quilting is a 160-page book that includes over 400 gorgeous
Finish - color photos, plus 12 different Quilt Block favorites to piece and quilt following step-by-step
Quilting color photos. Also, ideas and patterns for embellishing, layering and appliquéing quilt tops
and various other "Quick Quilted" Projects.
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Author
Townswick

Beyer

Date Book Title
Easy Machine
1997
Quilting
1996

BH&G
Boyd &
Holmes
Burch
Carter

Christmas with
Jinny Beyer
Holiday Quilts

Haunted Houses Halloween
Pamplet
Laurel Burch
2004
Christmas
Holiday
1999
Happenings

Corey

2000

Snowman Family
Album Quilt

Goldsmith &
Jenkins

1997

Welcome to North
Pole

House of
White Birches
Linsley

Christmas
Placemats
1990

Wall Hangings for
the Holidays

Loewenthal

Mumm

Quilter's Country
Chrismas

Seasonal Sampler
1997 (Autumn and
Winter)

Updated May 2017

IQC Library Listing
Topic Description of Book
Finish - Twelve step-by-step lessons and companion projects from nine of today's top experts show
Quilting you how to have fun with machine quilting.
Quilters love variety, and this book offers quilters a lot of choices - 95 different projects in all,
perfect for quilters with only a little time to quilt. This indispensable resource gives quilters
Holiday
determined to complete a project in a weekend a wide selection of projects to choose from,
Quilts
while also providing less time-consuming tasks for quilters looking for only a few hours for
fun.
Holiday
could not find online
Quilts
Holiday
Quilts could not find online
Holiday
Fill your home with beautiful quilts and crafts! 25 fun, creative projects.
Quilts
Holiday This book shows the reader how to use variations of the classic Log Cabin block to create
Quilts 19 quilted projects that will keep your decor in festive fashion throughout the year.
Follow the life and times of a whimsical snowman from first to last snowflake in this
wonderful storybook quilt! Stitch up this lighthearted salute to a snowman’s favorite
Holiday pastimes, quirky family history, and fateful encounter with warm weather. This quilt is perfect
Quilts for those who want a simple, cheerful, and refreshingly uncommon quilt for the holidays.
Four delightful step-by-step projects, including the full-size storybook quilt, three smaller
quilts with winter themes, and a festive swag
Create a whimsical appliquéd scene, or stitch one of two smaller scenes using elements
Holiday from a just a few blocks. Includes instructions for one large and two small wall hangings
Quilts Discover an easy way to make templates and find tips for tricky appliqué, plus creative
embellishing, quilting, and finishing ideas
Holiday
Quilts
Not all the projects have much to do with Christmas, but they could make nice gifts. Pillows,
Holiday
chair pads, wall hangings, stuffed pigs, cats, rabbits, etc. Cute stuff, just not exactly things I
Quilts
actually associated with Christmas.
Holiday
can not find this book online
Quilts
Share the bounties of harvest and the warmth of a winter fire with this generous gathering of
Holiday welcoming quilts, treasured gifts, and seasonal trimmings. This warmhearted collection,
Quilts designed by Debbie Mumms, features timesaving projects that are quick to cut and easy to
piece. 22 warm and freindly projects; 8 country quilts inspired by the changing seasons.
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Author

Date Book Title

Newdick

1996

Ultimate
Christmas

Patchwork
Place

2005

Merry Christmas
Quilts

Stauffer &
Hatch

1998

Happy Holiday
Quilting

Causee

One Patch
2004
Triangle Quilts

Chainey

2006

Fast Quilts from
Fat Quarters

Cornwell

2001 Polar Magic

Dissmore

Clever Quarters:
2004 Quilts from FatQuarter Cuts

Hallock

Fast Patch: A
1989 Treasury of StripQuilt Projects

IQC Library Listing
Topic Description of Book
Explains how to celebrate Christmas with a collection of more than one hundred classic and
Holiday modern home decorations, fifty delicious recipes from around the world, festive gift
Quilts wrappings, tree trimming, crafts, and menu planning, in an essential guide to a stylish
Christmas
These classic Christmas quilts are the perfect way to celebrate the season. Eleven festive
Holiday projects include bed and wall quilts, plus a banner and tree skirt. Quilts from best-loved
Quilts designers such as Roxanne Carter, Tonee White, Mary Green, Retta Warehime and Mary
Ellen Von Holt.
Holiday This book is truly a delight! It has lots of fun little projects to make! It has patterns of all skill
Quilts levels
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack

This book has twelve unique quilts shown with step-by-step instructions and color
illustrations for turning simple triangles into beautiful masterpieces.
15 stunning projects using a revolutionary new system for cutting fabric designed to take the
hassle out of patchwork *Includes a block library that shows the enormous variety of design
possibilities
More Great Fleece Ideas from Nancy CornwellGet ready for another adventure in sewing
fleece. From the new border prints to using embroidery machines, you'll find a multitude of
exciting ideas to enhance fleece garments and home dec items
A fast, fabulous collection of fat-quarter quilt patterns. Fourteen step-by-step projects are
easy enough for quilters of any skill level.
This book is fun to read, if you like sewing, and has a lot of patterns and very detailed
instructions with pictures. This is a great and easy to follow quilting book.
Make each quilt as unique as the loved one receiving it! Who made it a rule that all cuddly,

Johnson &
Wells

Lintott

2010
Cuddle Snuggly
Quilts
2008 Jelly Roll Quilts

Updated May 2017

Jelly Rolls, snuggly quilts have to be odes to bunny rabbits? Anyone would love to snuggle under one of
Fat 1/4's &
these easy-to-make quilts. The Crafty Ol' Broads, authors of Beyond the Block, are wellStack 'N
known for quilting outside the box. They've done it again in this packed-with-projects book
Whack

based on 18 quilts they have made for their own kids and grandkids.

Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's & The first book to show quilters the best ways to use these desirable, laborsaving fabric
Stack 'N packs. 15 quilts, each perfectly suited to the color-coordinated jelly rolls.
Whack
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Author

Date Book Title

Lintott

2009

Layer Cake, Jelly
Roll Charms

Martin

1994

Fun with Fat
Quarters
Charm Quilts for
5" Squares

McNeil

2007

Miller

1997 Strips that Sizzle

Miller

1998 Easy Pieces

Mullen

2001 Cut Loose Quilts

Olson

2006

Two-Block Theme
Quilts

Peterson

2008

Let the Good
Times Roll

Reynolds

Magic Quilts by
2003
the Slice

Reynolds

1998 Stack & Whack

Updated May 2017

Topic

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book

Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Seventeen beautiful projects that show you how to get the most from pre-cut fabric bundles.
Stack 'N
Whack
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's & Multiple and varied projects of all levels involving the usage of quarter yard sized cuts of
Stack 'N fabrics!
Whack

Author shows you with charming patterns and gorgeous colors how you can literally make
the same design over and over without ever making two quilts that look alike! Charm
squares, 5" x 5", squares make piecing quilt tops so simple and create an immediate sense
of accomplishment.
Make the basic Strips that Sizzle blocks, using quick-and-easy rotary cutting and stripJelly Rolls, piecing techniques. Use the blocks to explore design possibilities following Margaret's
Fat 1/4's &
clearly illustrated, full-color design exercises. Look for design and color inspiration in the 40+
Stack 'N
quilts pictured throughout the book. Step-by-step instructions for four featured quilts are
Whack
included.
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack

Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack

The springboard for endless quiltmaking possibilities, this primer can turn novices into
instant artisans and offer fresh ideas to more experienced crafters.
18 fun, colorful projects - with no points to match! The designs are easy enough for
beginners, but interesting enough for expert quilters.

2 Block Theme Quilts
Let the Good Times Roll Quilt Book Anka's Treasures 17 pages Projects include: It's a Bling
Thing, Picture Perfect, GiGi Girl, Summer Days, Boxed In, Cafe Au' Laite, Fresh Linens, Bed
Runner & Shams

In this new collection of designs based on wedges, Bethany offers quilters a tool kit of
techniques, from easy bias trimmed edges to pointed and scalloped variations. All are
clearly detailed with step-by-step instructions and photos. The projects feature a wide range
of settings.
Jelly Rolls, Working with medium- to large-scale prints, quilters can create dynamic pieced blocks
Fat 1/4's & without hours of planning and precision cutting. The kaleidoscope effects occur
Stack 'N spontaneously, thanks to the ingeniously simple 'Stack-n-Whack'(R) cutting technique. With
Whack
over 200 how-to illustrations and dozens of color plates.
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Author

Date Book Title
Quilts on the
Double

Topic
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack
Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book

Rolfe /
Hooworth

2008

Speth &
Spode

2004 Nickel Quilts

Stout & Dell

More Strip
2009
Clubbing

Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Stack 'N
Whack

Thomas

1995 Stripples

Jelly Rolls,
Fat 1/4's &
Good patterns for scraps
Stack 'N
Whack

Berg and
Johnson

1992

Donaldson

1995 (Original Patchwork

American Crib
Quilts
Patchwork Baby
Designs)

Field
Hatch &
Harvey

Quilts for
Wilderness Kids
I Can Quilt 2003 Projects for
Youngsters

Kids
Quilts
Kids
Quilts

Fun and Easy projects

Booklet contains complete patterns and directions for quilt pictures, fabric requirements, a
basic quilt making instructions and special helps and techniques.
It's not just quilts but also contains ultra-bright jackets and bibs, patchwork-trim rompers and
dresses, nappy holder and Moses basket. Plus there's quite an accomplished heirloom-type
christening gown.

Kids
Quilts

Children can learn to quilt using the seven easy and fun-to-make projects featured in this 36page pattern book

Kids
Quilts
Kids
Quilts
Kids
Quilts

Eighteen original cat quilt patterns—plus one dog quilt—use easy rotary cutting, machine
speed piecing, and paper-patch appliqué.
Patterns for favorite antique animal quilters. Now quilters can replicate these rare quilts
from this incredible book
Babies and quilts, you'll find 6 baby quilts, 3 bumper pads, and a wall hanging, all updated
with time-saving techniques.
Each quilt is named after a favorite children's song using the simplest sewing techniques are
necessary for construction, so quilters can quickly bring joy into the lives of as many favorite
little tykes as their heart's desire. Quilters of all skill levels.
One of the top 10 quilting books in America, this book includes 17 quilts in cradle, crib, and
twin sizes. Many nursery accessories for making darling children's room. Exceptional
collection!

2011 The Cat's Meow

Kovals

2002

Leisure Arts

1997 Rock-A-Bye Quilts

Meunier

2002

You are my
Sunshine

Kids
Quilts

Milligan &
Smith

1990

PS I love You Baby Collection

Kids
Quilts

Updated May 2017

Discover scrap quiltmaking at its best with an all-new system for making traditional quilts
that sparkle.

Kids
Quilts

Kime

Antique Animal
Quilts

Transform one group of strip sets into two terrific quilts! An ingenious method from this duo
of popular designers is sure to double your quilting fun.
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Author

Date Book Title

Milligan &
Smith

2002

Mumm

1995 All Things Noah

Mumm

1999 Project Kids

Palmer

1988

Suidara

Weidman

Wood
Wormleighton
Bottsford

Michell
Miller
Buechel
Grinstead

Kids
Quilts
Kids
Quilts
Kids
Quilts

A charming collection of quilting projects and gifts from the ark.
Warm and wonderful quilts mean security and caring, especially to children. There are
fourteen fun and easy-to make projects.
A baby quilt can be a simple, quick project, and most of the designs in this book can be
completed in a short time. Here are all the steps need for your project: guidelines for proper
planning, rotary cutting techniques, quilting terms, glossary of techniques, and 18 quilt
projects.

Baby Quilts from
Grandma

Kids
Quilts

Twinkle Eyes

Kids
Quilts

A book by one of our club members. Specializing in children

Kids
Quilts

This book is primarily a gallery of the author's own distinctive quilts and the stories behind
them. It also provides gentle guidelinesshe calls them "quilt recipes"for developing a theme
for your quilt, choosing colors and materials, and embellishing the finished quilt. Warmly
recommended for textile collections.

Whimsies and
1997
Whynots
Six Hour Baby
Quilts
Pigs, Piglets and
1995
Porkers
A Lot of Log
1995
Cabins
Cherry Hill

Christopherson

Gadd

PS I Love You
Three

Topic

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book
21 charming quilts for babies, toddlers, and young children. Twelve pages devoted to more
than a dozen coordinating accessories--crib sheets, bumper pads, dust ruffles, receiving
blankets, crib organizer, 3-D pictures blocks and more!

Kids Quilts can not find this book online
Kids Quilts

This book shows you how to quilt, paint, model and embroider thirty pig projects, including
cushions, pictures, jewelry and dolls.

Log Cabin Projects for quilters featuring Dritz products
Log Cabin

Use accurate foundation piecing and an all-new grid system to give exciting, innovative
twists to the traditional Log Cabin design.
Creating Curves
Learn Marti Michell's special time-saving techniques for pattern-free piecing and really
1997
Log Cabin
with Log Cabins
understand them.
French Braid lovers won't want to miss the latest evolution of this wildly popular design
French Braid
2014
Log Cabin series. This contains a collection of 8 vivid new quilts that give the French Braid some bold
Quilts w/a Twist:
and surprising twists.
Use fusible applique and silk-ribbon embroidery to create a miniature classic. Mix and match
Miniature Baltimore
1997
Miniatures
Album Quilts
28 blocks.
2000 Beyond Log Cabin Log Cabin

1995 Miniature Quilts

Updated May 2017

Miniatures Very nice designs but many pieces
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Author

Date

Hickey

1997

McConnell

1998

Mitchell
Schaefer

1987

Aug &
Newman

2013

Causee

1996

Causee

2007

Davis

2000

Doak

1994

Fons & Porter

1996

Greenberg

1999

Huff

2011

Krentz
Martin

2003

Updated May 2017

IQC Library Listing
Book Title
Topic Description of Book
Contemporary and colorful, this collection of more than 40 small quilt patterns features a
Big Book of Small
Miniatures whimsical variety of styles suitable for any occasion. Geared toward the beginner to
Quilts
intermediate quilt maker.
Combine the classic log cabin block with a variety of fresh techniques to make 20 lively little
Fun with Miniature
designs! Learn to use this versatile block in an abundance of ways with: 20 new little log
Miniatures
Log Cabin Blocks
cabin projects, including foundation patterns; Easy how to's for fusible & machine applique,
pen shading, & photo transferring
Fun with Minature
Miniatures can not find this book online
Log Cabins
Working In
Miniatures no reviews found
Miniature
How to Make
Paper Take six projects from classic quilt designs and learn basic string piecing. Perfect for scrap
String Quilts
Piecing lovers. Create graphic and exciting quilts using quick nd easy fabric strings
101 Foundation
Paper All blocks are 7" square finished size so they can be combined easily when planning a fullPieced Blocks
Piecing sized quilt or wall hanging.
Teach Yourself
This publication is the perfect source for learning foundation quilting. No templates are
Paper
Foundation
needed. The patchwork is sewn onto a foundation following a numerical sequence. Features
Piecing
Piecing
eighteen projects, ranging from easy to more difficult.
Create curves with confidence! Just transfer a pattern to paper and start sewing! Learn to
Paper Pieced
Paper
paper piece curves with 8 gorgeous step-by-step projects. Discover how to take small pleats
Curves
Piecing
from excess fabric to create beautiful, subtle textural effects
Paper piecing is a simple process. Just trace a block design onto paper; then sew fabrics
Easy Machine
Paper
directly onto the paper with a sewing machine. The paper provides a stable base, making it
Paper Piecing
Piecing
a breeze to get sharp points on even the tiniest of pieces.
Foundation
Paper
Iron on transfers
Piecing Fun
Piecing
Sewing On The
Paper
Learn how easy it is to piece blocks using fabric or paper foundations.
Line
Piecing
25 fresh block motifs feature a variety of large and small birds, plus birdhouses and feeders,
Paper
For the Birds
butterflies, and a bird bath. Includes five whimsical wall-quilt patterns, as well as ideas for
Piecing
finishing individual blocks as mini quilts for quick gifts.
Lone Star Quilts
Paper
and Beyond
Piecing
It takes paper piecing to a whole new level, and simplifies the process. For experienced
Quilt Strip Paper
Paper
piecers, you'll be amazed at how much faster you can make stunning blocks with Peggy's
Piecing
Piecing
revolutionary method.
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Author

Date Book Title

Mathieson

2010

Rhine

2006

Rostinkowski
Schwartz &
Seifirt

Mariner's
Compass Quilts

Painless Paper
Piecing
Marvelous Mini
Quilts for
1994
Foundation
Quilting
Foundation
2000
Piecing Vol 7

Siegel

Quilting on the
1997 Edge: Border
Possibilities

Stone

1995 New York Beauty

Koechel

2002 Fans & Flutterbys

Townswick

1993

Burns

Classic Country
Quillts
Amish Quilt In A
1986
Day

Burns

1995 Courthouse Steps

Burns

2001

Burns

2001 Flying Geese

Burns

2011 Garden Lattice

Burns

2000

Burns

1998 Morning Star

Updated May 2017

Delectable
Mountains

Log Cabin Quilt In
A Day

Topic
Paper
Piecing
Paper
Piecing

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book
Judy Mathieson has always been acknowledged as the expert in this type of quilt. I
especially appreciate the fact that the book shows how to draft compasses instead of just
providing patterns. It's wonderful to be able to purchase such a book which is generally
unavailable.
Improved Technique for Paper-Piecing quilts plus 20 projects.

Paper
Piecing

This book contains beautiful patterns for little quilts. It includes practice tree ornament block
& nine blocks featured in nine mini quilts plus tornado - medallion sampler quilt using all
nine blocks.

Paper
Piecing

Pattern journal for quilters who love paper piecing

This book is perfect for quilters who are tired of boring quilt borders. It includes 49 paper
pieced borders in 1, 1.5 and 2 inch sizes, perfect for small to medium wall hangings or
Paper
quilts. They can be copied and taped together to create longer borders. It even includes 20
Piecing
corner blocks in 1, 1.5, 2 and 3 inch sizes. These blocks can also be used separately in
miniature quilts. The book is accurately printed on the computer for exact piecing.
Paper Paper foundations & freezer paper templates to complete 30 blocks in their setting and
Piecing instructions for designing an original border
The book comes complete with templates and is filled with step by step directions, beautiful
Projects
sample quilts and a table topper with matching runner to round out the projects.
Projects Step by Step directions for 25 projects
Quilt in a
Day
Quilt in a
Day
Quilt in a
Day
Quilt in a
Day
Quilt in a
Day
Quilt in a
Day
Quilt in a
Day

Strip sewing instructions are written for the fast over lock as well as the conventional sewing
machine.
Updated directions for this log cabin variation. There are four different blocks and several
layouts, along with easy-to-follow directions and comprehensive illustrations.
The quilt is made of mountain and sky rounds, beginning with the Center Square, which can
be a pieced star or appliqued flowers.
This is a traditional pattern that quilters have been making since the 1800's.
This pattern is perfect for fat eighths and scraps. The seams lock for a perfectly flat,
matched center with step by step directions with full color pictures.
Sewers of all ages can make a Log Cabin quilt in 10 to 16 hours with this book's easy stepby-step directions and clear illustrations.
Another book in the "Quilt in a Day" Series, can easily be used by a first time quilter to an
experienced quilter. Step-by-step instructions lead you through several sizes
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Author

Date Book Title

Burns

1999 Pioneer Sampler

Burns

1991 Quilter's Almanac

Burns
Burns /
Mackie
Causee

Topic
Quilt in a
Day

Quilt in a
Day
Quilt in a
1990 Radiant Star
Day
Quilt in a
1994 Winning Hand
Day
Quilting,
An Encyclopedia of
1997 Crazy Quilt Stitches Borders &
& Motifs
Edging

Brackett

2011

Scrap Basket
Sensations

Scrap
Quilts

Brackett

2013

Scrap Quilting
Strip by Strip

Scrap
Quilts

Cory

2011 Crosspatch

Fons & Porter

1995

Leisure Arts

American Country
Scrap Quilts
Scrap Quilts Fast
1998
and Fun

Scrap
Quilts
Scrap
Quilts
Scrap
Quilts

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book
The blocks will consist of Golden Gate, Rocky Mountain Puzzle, Chisholm Trail, Louisiana,
Cheyenne, Colorado, Illinois, Salt Lake City, Arizona, Montana, Missouri Star, Kentucky
Chain and a beautiful Seminole Border treatment.
A year of quilt making, with twelve block patterns, recipes, and all the joy of an old-fashioned
quilting bee! Each block is pictured in color, and comes with two pages of instructions.
The star pattern appears to burst from the center and radiate to the tips of the 8 large
identical diamonds with the innovative techniques.
This block is a four-patch, with strips on all sides, and a square cut on the diagonal to finish
it off. The simple pattern makes a bold and lively quilt.
This book will give quilters the confidence they need to use luscious fabrics in their own
unique crazy quilt and then embellish it with wonderful embroidery stitches, ribbon
embroidery motifs and charms.
Designed for 2 1/2" strips, each project is perfect for convenient precut bundles--or for
cutting strips from your stash. Choose from 18 exciting quilts--a great value. Find concise,
clear instructions appropriate for all skill levels
Be inspired by 12 fabulous scrappy designs--an excellent value. Use convenient precut
strips or cut your own; all projects are made using 2 1/2" strips. Explore a variety of color
palettes in a sparkling collection that highlights Kim's versatility as a designer
Inspirations in multi blocks will encourage quilltmakers to combine more thatn one pattern in
their quilts (uses templates)
Each project is rated on difficulty, and has instructions for any size of quilt. The instructions
are easy to follow with pictures of how to cut out your pieces.
The directions are clear, the quilts are all beautifully illustrated and include templates and
some unusual patterns, like a 1920's teacup quilt.
Full-size patterns and piecing instructions for the following quilts: Pinwheel, Flying Under the
Radar, Windmills, Arkansas Crossroads, Double Wedding Ring, 3-D Nine Patch, Roads,
Memory Chain, Texas Star, Maple Leaf, Wandering Star and My Charming Star.

Leisure Arts

1996

Scrap Quilts
Galore

Scrap
Quilts

Martin

1985 Scrap Quils

Scrap
Quilts

Techniques plus patterns old and new for making quilts from collected fabrics.

Scrap
Quilts

This edition will open the door to the world of quilting for new quilters.

Scrap
Quilts

12 Easy to make quilts. Full size patterns, complete step by step instructions

Quilting for People
Michell
1998 Who Still Don't
Have Time to Quilt
Scrap Quilts
1998 Galore
Oxmoor House

Updated May 2017
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Author
Stauffer &
Hatch
Stout &
Dell'Orco
Westfall

Date Book Title
Quick & Easy
Scrap Quilting In
2000
Mix And Match
Sets
2007 More Strip
Clubbing
Fill the House with
1993 Quilting

Wilens - who
is author Quick & Easy
1995
Leisure Arts or
Scrap Quilting
Wilen?

Topic
Scrap
Quilts

Scrap
Quilts
Scrap
Quilts

This book provides plenty of full-color photos, diagrams and full-size patterns, plus explicit,
easy-to-follow instructions to make creating gorgeous scrap quilts as easy as 1-2-3!

1992

Sensational Scrap
Quilts

Scrap
Quilts

Yanin

2011

Two Patch Scrap
Quilts

Scrap
Quilts

Drexler
Thimbleberries

Sulky
Threads
Thimbleberries
ThimbleBeyond Log Cabin
berries
Cherry Hill - Log
ThimbleCabins
berries
Cider Hill - Flannel ThimbleQuilts
berries

Thimbleberries
Thimbleberries
Thimbleberries

Thimbleberries

2002 Cozy Cabin Quilts

Updated May 2017

There are some lovely quilt patterns and they are well designed for using up scraps. The
authors do a nice job of providing both the traditional method for quilting the pattern and a
quicker version whenever applicable.
The sequel to Strip Clubbing, More Strip Clubbing offers another round of great patterns that
start with 2 1/2" strips! All of the quilts are great for Strip Club bundles, Jelly Rolls or your
own Stash!
A collection of designs for quilts for every room in the house. Each project is displayed in
colour and accompanied by step-by-step instructions.

Scrap
Quilts

Williamson

Sulky Secrets to
2000 Successful
Quilting
A Thimbleberries
2002
Housewarming

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book

Quiltmakers will find design ideas; insight into their collection of fabrics, lots of tips and
tidbits that will make scrap quilt construction simpler, basic drafting information, a smattering
of quilt history and the inspiration provided by many beautiful traditional scrap quilts.
Directions and templates for hand or machine piecing are given for 21 classic Two-Patch
patterns in three quilt sizes-63 possible projects in all; they are fat-quarter friendly and easily
adaptable to the precut fabric sets so widely available now. Two-Patch quilts are a great way
to teach children how to piece, and so quick and easy to make, they are perfect for fast gifts
and charity quilts.
What, where, when which and why to use Sulky Threads in your quilted projects
This volume contains 22 quick and easy projects for making quilts and accessories based
on the Thimbleberries.
can not find this book online
can not find this book online
can not find this book online

Capture the freshness of newly fallen snow or the glory of sunset at the beach-in a quilt!.
Ouilters will love Lynette Jensen's quick and easy projects for a favourite cabin, retreat, or
Thimbleany room in your home! 20 cozy Thimbleberries projects include quilts, pillows, tablecloths,
berries
and more; Designs reflect a variety of get-away-from-it-all settings and events, even familyreunion projects;
Page 15

IQC Library Listing
Book Title
Topic Description of Book
Guide for the
Thimble- In this beautifully illustrated primer, The author offers 25 projects--all created exclusively for
Weekend Quilter
berries this book. 60 color photos. 420 color illustrations.
Patterns designed with the Thimbleberries Paint Box fabric line in mind, these wonderful
Paint Box Quilt
Thimble- quilt patterns are great for beginners or more experienced quilters. Patterns include:
Express
berries checkerboard stars, picnic potluck, hourglass throw, fat quarter strip blocks, log cabin star,
allover patchwork, pieceable patchwork tree skirt, corss patch, and a garden house.
ThimblePast Fancies
no reviews found
berries
Discover how traditional stars translate beautifully into contemporary pieces. Explore how
Simply Stars
Top Shelf fabric, size and scale of print, color, and basic design decisions can make even the simplest
star shine.
Make a forest of trees for a full-sized bed quilt, a stand of pines for place mats, or a tiny lone
Pinetree Quilts:
pine Christmas ornament. Includes the history of this enduring pattern and dozens of
Perfect Patchwork Top Shelf
examples showing the amazing variety of strip-pieced, paper-pieced, and appliqued Pine
Piecing
Tree blocks.

Author

Date

Thimbleberries

1999

Thimbleberries

2005

Thimbleberries

1994

Anderson

1996

Arnold

2001

Berti

2002 The Pink Ribbon

Threaded Together Quilt Project

BH&G

2002 501 Quilt Blocks

Bong

1997 Thirtysomething

Bono

1994

Bonsib

Quick Rotary
Cutting

2001 Flannel Quilts

Breneham
Buckley
Carter
Updated May 2017

Great
Expectations
From Basics to
Binding
1 Block Quilts

Top Shelf Easily applied to machine-quilting projects of varying size
501 pieced and appliquéd quilt blocks, easily customized for unique, personalized
themes.40 step-by-step projects for using blocks in the form of wearables, personal
Top Shelf accessories, and home and seasonal decorations.Illustrated with more than 500 full-color
photos and 600 line drawings. Contains extensive ideas from tea cozies and pillows to
clothing and full-size quilts.
The author's latest design concept is based on the division of the corner of a square rather
Top Shelf than the division of a grid. By making all angles equal, she has simplified both cutting &
piecing of the resulting Thirtysomething unit.
Top Shelf This book features an array of beautiful quick rotary cutter quilts that are quick to make.
Turn your next quilt into a cozy, comfy, homespun treasure with fun and versatile flannel
Top Shelf fabrics! This step-by-step guide will show you how to create colorful quilts featuring all the
latest flannels, from plaids and florals to baby prints, solids, and stripes.
Top Shelf can not find this book online
Top Shelf
Top Shelf can not find this book online
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Author

Date Book Title

Carter

2011

Wonky 1 Block
Quilt

Top Shelf

Causee

2000

Patchwork Minus
Mathwork

Top Shelf

Causee

1998

101 Quilt Blocks
For Hand Piecing

Top Shelf

Converse

2003 Inspired by Nature Top Shelf

Corey

2011 Crosspatch

Cory

2014

65 Drunkard's
Path Designs

Top Shelf

Crone

2000

Fabric
Landscapes

Top Shelf

Farson

2002

Ragged Edge
Flowers

Top Shelf

Foley

2009

Wild About
Flowers

Top Shelf

Fons & Porter

2001

Stars And Stripes
Sampler

Top Shelf

Shortcut to
Drunkard's Patch

Top Shelf

Frischkorn &
Sandrin
Glantz

2006 Variegreat!

Geometric
1975 Patchwork
Patterns
Updated May 2017
Grafaton

Topic

Top Shelf

Top Shelf

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book
8 projects use a simple rotary cutting technique to make traditional large quilt blocks just
wonky enough. Each beautifully kaleidoscopic pattern uses only two versions of the same
block.
A book that shows you how to calculate the amount of yardage necessary for creating a
specific quilt with as little math and wastage as possible.
Book of quilt blocks, complete with full-size patterns and helpful instructions for quilter's on
the go-from beginners to experts. Updating the old notion that hand piecing is only for folks
with too much time on their, well,
Six designs hold the warmth of sunshine and the jewel-tone colors of everyone's favorite
insects. These nature-rich quilts will to bring out the artist in you.
Shows 37 quilts in color, and includes guidance on choosing patterns, personalized color
advice, and full-sized templates
With the step-by-step instructions and detailed drawings in this expert guide, anyone can
easily learn to piece this attractive, time-honored pattern.
Piecing and stitching a landscape adds a highly personal touch to any garment, accessory
or home decoration item. From fabric choices to decorative stitches to finishing details,
everything in this book is clearly and simply explained with sample patterns included
This book features fully illustrated instructions for an exciting new sewing technique that
makes quilting projects even more fun. Both novice and experienced quilters will find more
than 12 unique patterns for wall hangings, pillow covers, lap quilts, and bed quilts that are
easy and fun to create.
8 fabulous quilts break all the rules about using floral-print fabrics together, and the results
are absolutely gorgeous! Easy instructions will guide you through rotary cutting and strip
piecing techniques.
Complete guide to construct 20 pieced blocks with a patriotic theme and complete
instructions to construct the sampler quilt as well as several others. Full-sized templates
included with many beautiful color plates.
The curvy lines of Drunkard's Path are now easier than ever to stitch! Make a whopping four
units at a time with this new approach to the time-treasured design.
Variegreat! A new way to design quilts! It is not a traditional variegation method, but a new
way to interpret quilt block designs. It provides opportunities for even the most experienced
quilters to add new dimension to their design process, and there is always an element of
surprise. Variegreat is for every quilter, but especially for those who love the traditional…

Top Shelf Full size cutouts and instructions for 12 quilts
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Author
Hellaby

Date Book Title
Pineapple
Plushickey

Hiney

2002

Hopkins

2008

Hopkins

2001

Hopkins /
Martin

1992

Hopkins /
Martin

1994

Horton

1990

Horton

2010

Hughes

1986

JohnsonStrebo

2001

JohnsonStrebo
JohnsonStrebo
Jones

2000
1990
2002

Topic

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book

Top Shelf can not find this book online

It's a thoroughly new textile art, an ingenious mix of quilting and origami! The animals,
leaves, flowers, and figures created for centuries in Japan out of two- sided colored paper
Quiltagami
Top Shelf
are reinterpreted in fabric relief--and the resulting quilt blocks can become exquisitely
stitched items.
Welcome to the ultimate quilt-block book! This combines bocks from the popular Around
501 Rotary Cut
Top Shelf the Block series into one handy volume. Features 501 pieced blocks, each with cutting and
Quilt Blocks
construction directions
This inspiration-packed volume includes rotary-cutting instructions for 200 quilt blocks, plus
Around The Block
Top Shelf templates for those odd-sized squares and rectangles. A wealth of traditional-style patterns
Again
are provided for quilters who love classic designs and quick-cutting techniques.
Rotary Riot: 40
Fast and Fabulous Top Shelf 40 Fast & Fabulous Quilts to make
Quilts
Rotary Roundup:
Rotary Roundup contains clear, concise instructions and detailed illustrations on how to
40 More Fast &
Top Shelf
make many traditional quilt blocks using rotary techniques.
Fabulous Quilts
A discussion of the history of plaid and striped cloth and continues with are clear, easy to
Plaids & Stripes
Top Shelf follow instructions, and include all the information needed to complete a well-designed and
executed quilt.
The Fabric Makes
This is a wonderful book that helps you become more creative in your color choices and
Top Shelf
the Quilt
fabric choices, and thus in designing a quilt.
Template Free
Simple, clear instructions very easy to understand and the patterns easy to come back to.
Top Shelf
Quilt Making
This book doesn't have as many color photos but excellent reference book
Over 50 blocks in 4 different sizes, including people and pets, holiday themes, toys, home
and garden, and more. Blocks are made from only 2 rotary-cut shapes--a square and a
Block Magic
Top Shelf
rectangle. Quilt Maps® provide infinite ideas for mixing and matching blocks to create your
own unique quilt. Nancy's hints and tips make sewing the blocks a breeze.
Endless
Each block has instructions for making one (as a sample). In the back, listed under the
Top Shelf
Possibilities
name of the block, are directions for an entire quilt. This truly is a No-Fail book.
Taking off with
A great book with projects using Flying Geese. Unusual visual effects using flying geese
Top Shelf
Flying Geese
included.
Heartland Quilts:
Rescued Treasures Top Shelf All admirers of antique quilts will want to own this fabulous new book.
from the Midwest

Updated May 2017
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Author
Jorgensen

Date Book Title
Quilting from the
1995
Heartland

Kelly

2008 Quiltastic Curves

Krenz

2003

Krenz

2001

Krenz

2009

Labaranis

1998

Malone

1992

Malone

1986

McCloskey

1990

McCloskey

1996

McClun &
Nownes

1990

McClun &
Nownes

2012

McDowell

2000

McKendry

1998

Updated May 2017

Topic

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book

Top Shelf Instructions on how to construct a variety of quilts
Conquer your curved-piecing fears forever! With just a few template shapes, you can create
Top Shelf any of these curvaceous quilts. Just follow along step by step and take your next quilting
journey around the bend.

Hunter Star Quilts
Top Shelf An exciting new look for an old favorite block! 9 projects use Jan’s innovative techniques.
Beyond
Explore the world of Lone Star quilts! Jan shows you how to use today's techniques to
Lone Star Quilts
Top Shelf
simplify this intricate design and make 9 colorful, creative projects.
Quick Star Quilts
20 simply spectacular star quilts feature 10 different types of pieced stars, in large, easy-toTop Shelf
and Beyond
assemble sizes.
A wholecloth technique for creating fabulous quilts with a view. The method is so simple that
beginners or advanced quilters can spend their lives (and fabric stashes) exploring the
Quilts With A View Top Shelf
unlimited design possibilities of combining applique, embellishments, and quilting to best
enhance the fabric.
120 Patterns for
These patterns come with 120 color photos and 300 illustrations with clear instructions for
Traditional
Top Shelf
adapting them
Patchwork Quilts
Discover shortcuts for piecing many popular complicated patterns -- Double Wedding Ring,
Quilting Shortcuts Top Shelf Lone Star, Spider Web, and dozens more -- in hours instead of months. Packed with
patterns, designs, diagrams, photos.
Very useful American patchwork book that covers all aspects of accurate machine piecing Lessons in
Top Shelf good skills in the basics of drafting, cutting and machine sewing are what produce precision
Machine Piecing
patchwork.
Quick Classic
Top Shelf Patterns for great American quilt patterns
Quilts
This lavishly illustrated encyclopedia helps quilters master the advanced skills used to
Quilts Galore
Top Shelf create quilts. Easy-to-follow instructions, clear diagrams, and thoughtful practice exercises
make it easy to apply these "advanced" skills.
Based on the principle that a solid foundation turns beginners into lifelong quiltmakers.
Quilts, Quilts,
Top Shelf Quilts! Quilts!! Quilts!!! covers every tool, every technique, every stitch every tip ,and every
Quilts
shortcut in machine and hand quilting—no matter how basic.
A guide to designing and creating pieced flowers. It features ten pieced flower designs with
Pieced Flowers
Top Shelf
three different styles offered for each flower.
These vintage and vintage-style quilts are true classics from every corner of quilt-making
Classic Quilts
Top Shelf
history.
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Author
Merlin-Syme
Merrell
Miller
Miller

Montana

Date Book Title
1987 Learn Patchwork
Simply Amazing
2015
Spiral Quilts
Stunning Angle
2008
Play Quilts
The Careless
2000
Quilter
2010

Crazy Quilt
Odyssey

Topic
Top Shelf
Top Shelf
Top Shelf
Top Shelf

Top Shelf

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book
Excellent instructions. Anyone can be successful using this to teach hand paper piecing
This one-of-a-kind technique for spiral quilt design allows you to create fascinating and
beautiful art quilts. The bonus CD includes the basic shapes for the spiral patterns.
6 eye-catching quilts, 42 dazzling blocks with easy-to-use cutting charts, piecing illustrations,
and full-size patterns.
This innovative primer is built upon the belief that quilters can make beautiful quilts without
becoming obsessed with technical perfection..
If you've become "hooked" on this quilting style, this book will feed your passion with more
information on embellishment, punch needle and ribbon embroidery, plus design ideas for
creating contemporary clothing and landscape art. Seventeen projects, a stitch dictionary,
and glossary of international terms.

Create a Quilt:
New Easy, Fast
Design Method for
Blocks and Quilts

Mori

1999

Mumm

Collections From
2002
The Heart

Top Shelf

Mumm

2005 Just for Fun

Top Shelf

Mumm

1991

Quick Country
Quilting

Top Shelf

Murwin &
Payne

1983

Quick And Easy
Giant Dahlia Quilt

Top Shelf

Take 2: Eleven
Myrick

Nadelstern

Contemporary or
1994
Traditional TwoColor Quilts

Kaleidoscopes
1996
And Quilts

Updated May 2017

Top Shelf Quick and easy steps for quilters of all ages. No artistic skill needed. Color gallery of blocks.
This book features 15 cherished quilts, wall-hangings and collectibles to embellish with
favorite buttons, charms and bits of lace for a romantic touch of country. Clear, step-by-step
instructions; Assembly diagrams; Full-size patterns; Helpful hints and tips; Full-color photos
of the finished projects.
Debbie Mumm is sure to delight her millions of fans with creative, colorful quilting projects
that can be stitched up in a jiffy. And with comprehensive cutting charts and step-by-step
directions, they're not only fun, they're also fun to make.
Fast! Easy! Fun! Debbie Mumm's tried-and-true methods for quick cutting, quick piecing and
quick appliqué create great-looking results in no time. Step-by-step directions and over 600
diagrams
Noted quilting teachers and authors provide complete instructions and accurate templates
for making classic American quilt on the sewing machine. Patterns come in three different
sizes for a wall hanging, full- and queen-sized beds. Elegant looking; easy to do.

Take 2 fabrics and build quilts which can be contemporary or traditional. Let Joanna guide
Top Shelf you through her complete instructions for eleven two-color quilts. Book contains a number of
full color photographs.
This collection of kaleidoscope blocks made a stunning display on museum walls; now you
can make them for your own walls too! In this workbook, you'll go behind the seams to learn
Top Shelf
Paula's design approach and fabric selection process, as well as her drafting and
construction methods.
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Author

Date Book Title

Nadelstern

2006 Puzzle Quilts
Double Wedding
1990
Ring

Nownes

Nussbaum

2002

Pederson

2002

Peters

1999

Peterson

2008

Phillips

2004

Phillips

2012

Phillips

1997

Popa

2006

Porcella

2001

Porter

2006

Purney-Mark
& Greig

2000

Quigley

1996
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IQC Library Listing
Topic Description of Book
Simple piecing, complex fabrics, and Paula's special techniques yield stunning, exciting
Top Shelf designs.
Top Shelf The book explained things well.

Why make a copy of a quilt when you can create designs that let your personality shine?
Quick Change
Learn to alter just a few key elements and transform your next quilt into a true original. Six
Top Shelf
Quilts
pairs of quilt patterns--a dozen quilts in all--guide you step by step toward freeing up your
creativity.
Create an exciting design on the front side and a completely different design on the back
Reversible Quilts Top Shelf side. Plus, construction is quick and easy because these projects are quilted at the same
time they are pieced. It's like making twice the quilt in half the time!
Basic Quiltmaking
Now you can overcome those fears forever of intimidating curves with quick-and-easy
Techniques for
Top Shelf techniques for curved piecing! Create classic curved-piecing designs with confidence, using
Curved Piecing
either hand or machine stitching.
Let the Good
Top Shelf GiGi Girl, Summer Days, Boxed In, Cafe Au' Laite, Fresh Linen, Bed Runner & Shams
Times Roll
A series of exercises designed to take you step by step through the process of setting in and
Circle A Round
Top Shelf
layering circles. Framing circles will have your creative spirit spinning round and round.
Quilts Without
Updated samples, size conversions, creative options and additional designs. New -- the
Top Shelf
Corners
Chained Melody pattern and a redesigned butterfly!
A how to quilting book with 8 full color pages and over 200 step by step diagrams. Included
Wedgeworks
Top Shelf in the book are instructions for 15 quilt projects and a 15 degree wedge tool made of acrylic
plastic.
Includes a little of everything Iabout quilting, applique, variety of color, floral to modern
Beyond Transition Top Shelf designs, and quilts that showcase the fun fabric the author has collected over the years.
This book includes 10 patterns.
Magical FourNoted fiber artist turns her talents to the most basic quilt block patterns, Four-Patches and
Patch and NineTop Shelf Nine-Patches, and she will turn your world upside down! Join her on the journey to creating
Patch Quilts
your own innovative quilts.
Nine tessellating block designs explored in detail, with over 45 quilts illustrating how the
Tessellation Quilts Top Shelf blocks can be used in different ways, whether it be choice of fabrics and colors, or the way
in which the blocks are set. Step-by-step instructions are given
From igloos to gingerbread houses and log cabins to Victorian manors, there is something in
Quilted Havens
Top Shelf
this quilt neighborhood for everyone.
Quilting up a
Very detailed instructions for creating very different and unique quilts using the same blocks.
Top Shelf
Storm
The colored photos are a great guide for completing the quilts.
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Author
Roche
Rosenthal
Rymer

Date Book Title
Contemporary
Machine
2004
Embroidered
Quilts
One Block
2006
Wonder
2001 Quilts For Guys

Topic
Top Shelf
Top Shelf
Top Shelf

Schwartz &
Seifirt

2015 Birds of a Feather Top Shelf

Shifrin

2001 Batik Beauties

Top Shelf

Sisernos

2006 9-Patch Pizzazz

Top Shelf

Smith

1995

Smith &
Combs
Smith &
Milligan

Quick Method
Quilting

Kaleidoscope:
1999 New Quilts from
Old Favorite
Super Simple
2006
Triangles

Sudo

1992 East Meets West

Syme

1987

Tesene &
Tendall
Thomas
Thomas

Learning
Patchwork

No Ordinary Cats:
Rotary Only
Shortcut Revised
1999 Shortcuts
Shortcuts to
Thomas
1991
Rotary Cutting
Updated May 2017
1993

Top Shelf

Top Shelf

IQC Library Listing
Description of Book
Readers are led through the basics of the craft, with instruction on selecting designs,
threads, fabrics, needles and stabilizers, as well as tips on hooping and stitching techniques.
Then, Roche expertly teachers quilters how to transform this knowledge into captivating
designs using embroidery, decorative stitches, applique, fabric manipulation and finishing
techniques.
A single print, cut randomly with no fussy cutting, is pieced together with gorgeous results.
15 Fun Projects for Your Favorite Fella
Birds of a Feather, its follow-up to Maisie Dobbs, finds psychologist and private investigator
on another dangerously intriguing adventure in London “between the wars.” It is the spring of
1930, and Maisie has been hired to find a runaway heiress.
Find a treasure chest of ideas for your batiks! Get inspired to play with the brilliant colors
and dramatic motifs of batik fabrics with this visual feast of batik quilts.
This is a fabulous book for beginning quilters, intermediate or advanced quilters who want a
quick quilt that gives the appearance of being complicated. It is perfect for those beautiful
large scale quilting fabrics that you don't know how to use. The instructions are clear and
easy to follow.
Even beginners can learn the speediest and most accurate ways to cut and piece quilts in
this collection of quick quilting projects. Step-by-step directions and color diagrams for fast
and easy
The 18 quilts featured in this publication capture in cloth the magic and wonder of the
kaleidoscope.

Top Shelf Super Simple Triangles is a really easy book to work with
These extraordinary quilt blocks explore themes and images never before encountered in
quilts. Some celebrate typically American subjects like the Cadillac and the Charleston, the
Top Shelf
Indianapolis 500 and Radio City Music Hall. Others explore Japanese images like the rolling
waves of a Hokusai ocean or the delicate rituals of the cherry blossom festival.
This book will delight the newcomer to patchwork, providing tidbits of historical information
Top Shelf with concise and precise instructions. There are quick-success projects for first-timers, as
well as projects that will challenge experienced needlecrafters.
Top Shelf no reviews found
Top Shelf can not find this book online
Top Shelf updated guide for rotary cutting
Become a rotary-cutting expert--and spend less time cutting and more time piecing and
Top Shelf
quilting--with Shortcuts!
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Wells

2002

Wells

1992

Wiener

2011

Wierzbicki

2004

Wilens

1997

Wilens

1998

Wiss

1983

Wolfram

1997

Young &
Bingham

2011

Kubinec

2016

Stangness

1998

Stauffer &
Hatch

2006
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Four Seasons In
The projects feature mountain, lodge, and nature themes and showcase the changing
Top Shelf
Flannel
seasons over the course of a year.
Nine-Patch quilts are some of the simplest designs but some of the most striking. This book
is full of ideas, variations and color combinations which you will find easy to construct and
The Nine Patch
Top Shelf fun to design. the instructions are easy to follow and informative for the intermediate as well
Quilt
as the beginner quilter. Patterns for cfrib though king size mattresses as well as pillows and
shams
Selecting fabrics & making great quilts has never been easier! The author gives you the
The 3 Fabric Quilt Top Shelf
tools to make twelve fantastic quilts that each require only three fabrics.
Coffee-Time
Rich cappuccinos and espressos, creamy lattes and mochas-America's love affair with
Quilts: Super
Top Shelf coffee is hot! In this impeccably brewed, full-bodied collection of quilts and recipes, you'll
Projects, Sweet
find the perfect project for your discerning taste.
Recipes
Garden Windows
Sampler (Quilts
Top Shelf Wonderful patterns
made easy)
Relax And Quilt
Top Shelf Relax And Quilt is designed for those who want to quilt purely for the pleasure of it.
Folk Quilts and
Top Shelf no reviews found
How to Recreate
Them
How about wrapping up yourself or your loved ones in a very special blanket - one designed
by you? If that sounds like a charming idea, you can make it into a reality with this lovely
Patchwork
guide to the art of quilt designs. The beautiful photographs will inspire you, as will Wolfrom's
Top Shelf
Persuasion
fluid prose. Abundant patterns are provided, with information about each. There is also a
section on creating group quilts, suggestions for follow-up activities, and details on inventing
one's own pattern.
This book has variations of the traditional Dresden plate pattern, gives step by step
Dresden Flower
Top Shelf instructions and blocks measure from 5-1/2" to 10" blocks. drawing of templates are in the
Garden
book
Shake up the Drunkard's Path block; go beyond the basics of curved piecing with 12 innovative
A New Spin on
Top Shelf projects based on a classic pattern
Drunkard's Path
City Streets And
Wonderful ideas for 6 great quilt projects or you can create your own designs. 16 blocks to
Top Shelf
Country Lanes
choose from with easy to follow instructions.
Amazingly Simple
This book features 40 exciting star quilt designs such as large bed quilts, table runners, wall
Top Shelf
Star Quilts
quilts, throws, place mats, table covers and pillows.
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Walner
Amsden
Edie
Magaret &
Slusser
Magaret &
Slusser
Pappas
Perry
Piecemakers
Wilkinson
Williams
Beyer
Causee
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Date Book Title
Topic
Exploring Machine
1999
Trapunto Learn to make machine trapunto
Trapunto
Watercolor This is a clear view of how to make great looking quilts that are a bit different than the
1994 Colorwash Quilts
& Bargello traditional ones. Great pictures and great ideas.
Watercolor These breathtaking quilts will inspire you to experiment with color, texture, and contrast.
1994 Bargello Quilts
& Bargello Eight projects are perfect for any skill level.
Watercolor
Watercolor As a celebration and thank-you to all quiltmakers who are hooked on watercolor quilts,
1995
& Bargello There are 74 watercolor quilts for you to enjoy.
Impressions
Watercolor Capture nature's beauty, light, and luminosity in your quilts! Discover how to create an
1993 Watercolor Quilts
& Bargello Impressionistic masterpiece from 2" squares of floral fabrics.
Quick Watercolor Watercolor Create the wildly popular look of watercolor quilts in a wink of the time! Instantly reduce the
1999
& Bargello number of seams to sew, using fast fusible interfacing and as few as three fabrics.
Quilts
Inspired by nature as well as by art, this piecing technique that utilizes squares placed on
Impressionist
Watercolor
2010
point and takes advantage of floral motifs and subtle fabric gradations to produce
& Bargello
Quilts
spectacular results.
The Bargello Quilt Watercolor Construction of the classic "scalloped" version of the Bargello quilt. All strip cut and machine
1992
& Bargello pieced, the result is an intricate looking quilt constructed in a very short time.
Book
Quick Colorful
Watercolor This gloriously colorful book is packed with inspiration—and 15 projects for beginners (or
2003
& Bargello more experienced quilters looking for a manageable weekend undertaking)
Quilts
Colorwash
Watercolor The soft, dreamlike beauty of the colorwash style and the intricate look of Bargello are
2001
& Bargello combined in this step-by-step guide to building perfect color palettes for ten stunning quilts.
Bargello Quilts
Quilters who need a creative shot in the arm will appreciate this book's original designs and
Patchwork
1996
easy-to-follow instructions. Central to the collection are Beyer's drafting techniques for eightPortfolio
pointed and feathered stars, plus her ideas for fragmenting and enlarging designs.
Piecing and stitching a landscape adds a highly personal touch to any garment, accessory
Teach Yourself
2004
Foundation Piecing
or home decoration item.
Cider Hill Flannel
7 primitive quilt patterns as well as a Farm Village Pillow pattern and a pillow sham design.
2004
Quilts
All patterns are designed for machine quilting.

Jensen

unPillow Partners
known

Krentz

2010

Pahl

Diamond Quilts &
Beyond
The Quilter's
1997 Ultimate Visual
Guide

Updated May 2017

Three Christmas themed pillows made with applique and patchwork.
The directions, hints and tips for making a striking quilt with diamonds are easy to
understand with detailed descriptions and photos. The gallery quilts are stunning and
inspiring.
Excellent reference book that is well organized, detailed topic coverage, and a quick guide
to answer questions.
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